
CLEVELAND COMMUNITY POLICE COMMISSION (CPC) 
 

Jerry Sue Thornton  
Tri-C 

Tuesday, October 24, 2017 

6:00-8:30 PM  

Attendees: Commissioners: Lieutenant Paul Baeppler; Dr. Kathy Clegg; Mario Clopton- Zymler; Dr. V. Yvonne Conner; Gordon 
Friedman (Tardy); LaToya Logan; Lee Fisher, Lynn Hampton, Amanda King  
 

Staff: Jason Goodrick, Executive Director; ChiChi Thompson, Community Engagement Coordinator; Rosie Jovic, Administrative  
           Assistant; Peter Whitt, Enlightenment Consultant Group; 
 
Excused Absences: Commissioners; Anthony Body; Steve Loomis; Dylan Sellers; 

 
Commissioner Conner called the meeting to order at 6:01 PM. 
 
Commissioner Conner reviewed the evening’s agenda and meeting structure and flow.  
 
COMMISSIONER CONNER WANTED TO ACKNOWLEDGE ALL ORGANIZATIONS IN ATTENDANCE; 

● Department of Justice  
● League of Women Voters  
● Monitoring Team  
● SURJ 

 
Staff Reports 
Community Engagement Coordinator- ChiChi Thompson 
CEC Thompson provided an overview of the CPC website for the audience. She also reminded the audience that recommendations 
were sent to the CDP for the Bias-Free Policy, and are also on the website; clecpc.org.  
 
Bias-Free Recommendations Presentation 
Students from Cleveland Marshall College of Law School provided a brief overview of the proposed recommendations to the 
Bias-Free Policy.  
Then, they opened the floor to community questions.  
 
Community Questions-  
 
A community member asked the Students how they were involved with the Bias-Free Policy.  

Commissioner Fisher teaches their class and they were asked to look at the Policy.  
 
A member of the audience asked if family members were consulted on the Policy. 
 
A member of the audience asked if there was a hard copy available, and to make one available for community members and 
Monitoring Team (MT). 

It will be printed and bound and be available on the CPC website.  
 
An audience member asked if the 3 annual MT reports were summarized.  

They students stated the reports were dense and they pulled out the main points from each of the documents. The executive 
summaries should not serve as an official summary, just an overview. Each document is specific and tailored to issues. Student read 
the reports and wrote an overview of the MT reports.  
 
Mr. See noted the MT has appeared in front of the Commission before every report was released.  
 
A member of the community suggested that members of the families should be involved in this process.  

Commissioner King is chairing the CPOP committee and welcomes family suggestions and input.  
 
  



Public Comment Period 
 

Mr. Whitt reviewed the public comment period ground rules. 
The following are questions or comments posed by the community. 
 
A person in the audience asked if a member from the Community Relations Board was present. Peter Whitt is a member of the 
Community Relations Board and will help with clarification about getting a representative from the Community Relations Board.  
 
A Citizen wanted to express his concern for the CD. He believes the CPPA website’s history is biased on their website and would like 
to see this removed. He also read an excerpt from a Cleveland.com article.  
 
A member of the community asked where CDP is in the process of adopting a new Use of Force policy.  
 
An audience member noted that they were watching a news segment and saw that many officers struggle with having adequate 
equipment for their success on the job. The City paid a $6,000,000 settlement. They were shocked and believe the money should be 
spent towards funding tools needed for officers.  
 
A member of the audience explained they work in a coffee shop and hears officers speaking negatively about the Use of Force 
training.  
 
Mr. See explained the Use of Force policy is going to be in effect, but officers are currently being trained. He attended the training 
today.  
One community member asked if the policy with hold people will be held accountable if they violate the policy.  
 
A person in the audience explained the City loses 66% of all the grievances they file due to arbitration. They feel it is unacceptable.  
 
A community member suggested having a panel of family members who have lost a loved one and bring officers to hear their 
stories. Secondly, they asked about the current status of the disciplinary GPO.  
 
An audience member wanted clarification as to what is the exact discipline for an officer if they violate policies. The policies need to 
have harsher punishments for officers who violate policies.  

Commissioner Hampton stated that everything is in the matrix and if it is egregious, termination will result. We as a 
community, need to speak up and be cognizant of what is happening. The Community controls how they want to be policed.  

 
An audience member suggested having a bond on Officers and it is locked until they have a community review board to look at the 
offense.  
 
Another member of the community expressed they would like to see a MT Town Hall. Then, they thanked the MT for pressing Judge 
Oliver to order OPS to appear before him.  
 
A member of the audience asked how the police can be bias-free if the Police Union is endorsing candidates.  
 
A community member asked if the MT completed the focus groups with police officers.  

The MT has not completed the focus groups, but it is of great importance.  
 
Commissioner Conner then opened the floor and asked the community members they would like to see at the Full CPC Meetings. 
 
CEC Thompson explained that she has discussed having a family member panel, but sometimes it is difficult to push these members 
of the community to speak. They are nervous and want to have a closed meeting. CPC is willing to have this panel.  
 
 A member of the community explained the family members lives were invaded, but staff should send a welcome letter and believes 
families feel uncomfortable, but outreach will help.  

 
Another member suggested providing family members many options to participate. 
 
A community member proposed having a focus on the Union contract and arbitration.  
 
An audience member thought it would be helpful to have nameplates for Commission members.  
 
A member of the community explained how they have had negative communications with officers.  



 
An audience member asked to see a meeting that would engage in the Consent Decree; they feel that it meetings ignore community 
members. They want meetings discussing the MT reports. He would like the Judge and MT to be informed of CPC work.  
 
A community member would like to see a computer system on tracking items. December is the 2 ½ mark in the process. The MT is in 
charge of ensuring that constitutional bias-free policing happens in Cleveland. We should discuss what is happening before 
December.  
 
Mr. See thanked the Commission for an extended Public Comment Period and wants to see this format in more meetings. Moreover, 
the MT is not going to provide a sign off on items that did not happen, please be assured of this.   
 
Community Address-  
Peter Whitt, Enlightenment Consultant Group notified the audience that this is his last meeting and thanked everyone for their 
participation.  
 
Commissioner Clopton-Zymler thanked Mr. Whitt for his contributions and his facilitation process was meaningful. We have to 
remind ourselves from where we were, to where we are now and the strides that have happened.  
 
Commissioner Fisher reiterated the Bias-Free Policy recommendation presentation. His students were instrumental in helping the 
Bias-Free Work Group.  
 
Commissioner Hampton stated that the process takes a lot to come together and officer’s accountability is first and foremost on the 
mind of the community. He is most interested in recruitment and training on the CDP. Each meeting builds to changing the CDP.  
 
Community Engagement Assessment- 
Commissioner Conner provided an overview of the Assessment. The plan is a roadmap. Community member input will be added 
holistically and research staff will help. Commissioner Conner asked Commissioners for permission to petition NACOLE for a 2018 
conference.  
 
Crisis Intervention Training- 
Commissioner Kathy Clegg attended the CIT Training for CDP on September 27.  

Key Points; 
It was held back to back with the Use of Force training. It is 8 hour annual training. Overall, Commissioner Clegg was impressed with 
the training she witnessed. De-escalation techniques and communicating and active listening were presented. The 40 hours 
specialized training is currently being developed.  
 

A community member attended an ADAMHSCC meeting and stated they would like to see officers invited to these 
meetings. 
 
Commissioner Clegg explained officers should safely intervene during a crisis to get individuals to where they need to be.  
 

A member of the community suggested that officers should be screened to see if they are able to conduct themselves in a 
positive manner.  

Commissioner Clegg explained this was not discussed in training, but officers are offered Employment Assistance Program. 
 
A member of the audience asked about the available training for officers, or avenues for officers to seek out help if they are 
suffering. They inquired if officers are offered therapy.  

Commissioner Clegg reiterated the EAP.  
Commissioner Clegg will look into the policy when an officer is involved in a shooting.  
 

A person in the audience noted that policies should be in place to check with officers intermittently to ensure that they are okay 
with all of the trauma they face on the job.  
 
 
 
 
Use of Force Training-  
Commissioner Friedman attended the Use of Force training for the CDP on September 25.  

Key Points; 



Commissioner Friedman spent a good amount of his career suing officers for using excessive force, so he was impressed by 
the teachers who were training other officers the skills needed to not use excessive force. There seems to be a commitment to the 
Consent Decree (CD). The importance of de-escalation was noted. There seems to be a level of disagreement in the CD and GPO on 
the Use of Force levels- If an officer points their gun at you, it is a level one degree, and should be reported- officers are disagreeing 
with this. He is starting to see a change in the culture, but it will not change overnight.  
 
A member of the community commented on the importance of Community Policing.  
 
An audience member asked how the training is received by the officers.  

Commissioners Friedman said that they were pretty open, especially when Officer Cox spoke.  
 
Someone in the audience asked if all officers receive the same training? *****Website  
 
A member of the community expressed that PTSD and mental health issues affect everyone. It must be destigmatized. Police officers 
are human beings with the same problems as others. It is a high stress job. There needs to be an internal mechanism to gauge their 
mental health.  

 
Approval of September Full CPC Meeting Minutes 

Commissioner Conner asked for a motion to approve the minutes.  
Commissioner Clopton-Zymler has two edits; Commission to Commissioner and Zymler-Clopton to Clopton-Zymler.  
Commissioner Hampton made the motion to approve the minutes so long as they are edited.  
Commissioner Friedman moved to pass the minutes from September. 
Commissioner Fisher seconded the motion.  
 
All Commissioners present voted yes to approve the September 2017 minutes.  
September 2017 Minutes were approved.  
 
Closing Comments  
 
Mr. See said to think that an officer could behave problematically over and over again is alarming. It was checked with an officer in 
the room, and it is a part of the GPO; a supervising officer must monitor the behavior of an officer who repeatedly has problems on 
the job. How effective this is, is to be determined.  

 
MOTION TO ADJOURN MEETING AT 7:59 PM.  
 
 


